Week 4: Physical Distancing

Each week during summer learning, students will target skills in order to prepare for the possibility of entering the building in the Fall. Each week will be focused on a specific skill or aspect of reopening that we feel is essential for our students. We need your support in discussing and practicing these skills/concepts at home to make everyone feel safe and prepared. Thank you for all your help in advance!

1) WHAT WILL YOUR CHILD LEARN THIS WEEK?
- The students will read a social story with their teachers that covers the following information:
  
  - PERSON WHO/DOING WHAT: Right now, doctors say it is a good idea to stay in your own space. There are different ways we can greet our friends and teachers while keeping our own space.
  - REASON WHY: Staying in your space helps keep you and other people healthy. Standing far apart is what keeps those around you safe.
  - TIME WHEN: When you leave your home, you should keep your own space. You may see signs that say "6 feet apart" which is like the size of your bed or couch.
  - EXPLAIN HOW: Some places may show you where to sit or stand. These are important directions to follow.
  - PLACE WHERE: There may be times where you do not need to keep your own space like going to the doctor's office. A mask will keep you safe at the doctor's office.

2) WHAT CAN YOU DO AT HOME?
- Review the material outlined above with your child
- Support your child in completing the Week 4 Assignment on SeeSaw. See how many boxes they can complete😊
- Practice keeping your own space at home and other places you visit. You can remind your child that even when keeping your own space, you can still be a part of the same group and group plan!
- Practice using these greetings outside of your home.